The influence of electron-electron interaction on two terminal DC conductance of one-dimensional quantum wires is studied. A cancelation between the effect of the electron-electron interaction on the current and on the external electric field is the reason for the universal value, e 2 /2πh per mode, of the DC conductance of a clean wire. The effect of the renormalization of the electric field on the DC conductance in the presence of an interplay between the electron-electron interaction and backward scattering due to an impurity is considered.
It is well understood now that for non interacting electrons a two terminal DC conductance, G, of a clean quantum wire is e 2 /2πh per mode [1] . Since the electron-electron (el-el) interaction renormalizes the current, it was generally accepted after the calculation of Ref. [2] that the conductance should be renormalized to the value K ρ e 2 /2πh, where the parameter K ρ is related to the density-density electron interaction (K ρ = 1 in the absence of the interaction). In this paper we explain why despite the fact that the current is renormalized, the conductance is not. In a clean wire with an el-el interaction G = e 2 /2πh.
This occurs because the electric field is also renormalized by the el-el interaction. The DC conductance of a clean one-dimensional (1D) electron liquid is a property in which the effect of the el-el interaction on the electric field cancel out its effect on the current [3, 4] . The question of the renormalization of the external electric field to the total one demands a special care in 1D because the only possible electric field is longitudinal . The influence of the renormalization of the electric field on the conductance when there is an interplay between an impurity backward scattering and the el-el interaction is also discussed.
Recently Tarucha et al. [5] measured the conductance of a quantum wire formed from Al 0.35 Ga 0.65 As/AlGa modulation doped heterostructures. Based on the temperature dependence of the conductance, it was found following the analysis of Refs. [6] that K ρ ∼ 0.7.
However, in contrary to the earlier predictions, the conductance per mode was very close to the universal value e 2 /2πh. To explain the results of Ref. [5] the experimental device was modeled [7] by a system with two line segments attached to the central part of the quantum wire. The temperature dependence of the conductance was controlled by an impurity located in the central part where the el-el interaction parameter was K W ρ , while the interaction parameter in the attached segments was K L ρ = K W ρ . For the length of the segments much larger than the length of the central part, the quantization of the conductance was determined by K L ρ only, and was given by K L ρ e 2 /2πh in this theory. Eventually, it was assumed that the line segments represent the leads where the electrons are free, i.e., K L ρ = 1, and in this way the discrepancy between the theory and the experiment was settled. On the other hand, it has been argued by Kawabata [4] and independently by us [3] (in the context of edge states in the quantum Hall regime), that when the conductance is defined as the response to the total field, rather than to the external one, the DC conductance of a clean 1D system is not influenced by the el-el interaction. The renormalization of the electric field by the el-el interaction was ignored in Refs. [7] , as well as in earlier publications. In this paper we clarify the role of this effect.
Let us consider the case of a clean wire when the density-density electron interaction exists and may be not homogeneous. First we will show the universality of the DC conductance in a procedure similar to the one elaborated in the context of the edge states in quantum Hall devices [3] . Then, we extend the consideration of Ref. [8] to the case of interacting electrons and show how to calculate the two terminal conductance in the Kubo formalism.
The DC conductance of a quantum wire connecting two reservoirs (leads) is given by
where I is the current (I does not depend on x in the DC limit), µ 
where H is the Hamiltonian of the system. The density operators ρ R,L (p) = k≈±k F a † k+p a k have the standard 1D commutation relations [9] :
where L is the length of the wire. For operators commuting like that, performing commu-
Since in 1D the Hamiltonian is a functional of the ρ R,L operators, we can rewrite
On the other hand, by definition, the chemical potentials of the right and left moving species of electrons are given by
Thus, for the total current
). This result holds for any momentum p and therefore it can be represented also in space i.e., at any
). Since in the DC limit the current I = J does not depend on x,
Finally, the combination of Eqs. (1) and (
= µ R in the DC limit, and correspondingly
Note, that separately each of J R , J L , µ R and µ L is influenced by the el-el interaction, while in the particular ratio defining the conductance the renormalization of the chemical potential difference cancel out the renormalization of the current.
The above treatment is in the spirit of Landauer's approach [1] . Now we consider the conductance of the 1D electron gas using the Kubo formalism. In a two terminal measurement the electrons accelerated by the total electric field inside the wire dissipate their energy in the reservoirs. The total electric field E tot (x) is built from the external field and the induced one. Since the electric field vanishes inside the reservoirs, the DC conductance of the two terminal device is given by
Let us define a tensor σ(x, x ′ ), such that
It follows from the Kubo formula that σ(x, x ′ ) is a divergenceless tensor in the DC limit,
i.e., dσ(x, x ′ )/dx = 0, see appendix A of Ref. [8] . This property of σ(x, x ′ ) together with Eqs. (8) and (9) yields 
where φ p andφ p are the Fourier transforms of the operators φ(x) andφ(x), and V (p, q) is the Fourier transform of V (x, y); here we set e =h = 1. When an external electric field E ext (x, t) is applied, the term
should be added to the Hamiltonian. This term describes the interaction of the local dipole moment with the external electric field.
The current operator in a 1D system is
πφ p , where the commutation relations φ −q , φ p = L p δ p,q have been used. Then, the current I = J induced by the external electric field is
whereφ ω,q = dte iωt e i(H 0 +H 1 )t φ(q)e −i(H 0 +H 1 )t . As a result (see e.g., chapter 3 of Ref. [10] ):
where C is the retarded correlation function ofφ and φ. The function C obeys the Dyson equation
where D is the full propagator of φ and
The total electric field is the sum of the external and the induced fields,
The induced field E ind arises as a result of the redistribution of the density of the electrons
Since
With the help of the Dyson equation (14) can be obtained
This result corresponds to a well known fact in the diagrammatic technique, that when the conductance is calculated with the help of the density correlation function only the irreducible part of the correlation function is involved. The response to the external electric field is given by a series of diagrams containing polarization bubbles and starting with an external field. The total field is given by diagrams of the same type. Therefore the response to the total electric field is given by the irreducible part of the correlation function.
The importance of this fact to the calculation of the conductance of quantum wires was emphasized recently by Kawabata [4] . Substitution of Eq. (17) in the expression for the current, Eq. (13), yields
From this relation one can obtain the conductance G for the two terminal DC transport:
Since the wire is attached to the reservoirs the electron states in the wire have a finite width γ, which we assume to be larger than the level spacing. Under this assumption the sum over momenta in Eq. (19) was transformed to an integral. After restoring the constants e andh the DC conductance of a clean wire becomes G = e 2 /2πh, i.e., it is not influenced by the el-el interaction.
The above consideration was performed for an arbitrary el-el interaction including the case when it is spatially inhomogeneous. Let us discuss now a system of the type considered in Refs. [7] in which the el-el interaction exists only in the central part (of length L int ) and is absent in the segments attached to the central part of the wire. One can check that if the DC conductance is calculated ignoring the renormalization of the electric field, i.e., using
However, these corrections are not noticeable when the region of the interaction, L int , is short . In the treatment of Refs. [7] v F /γ corresponds to the length of the wire L, and the limit L int /L → 0 was considered.
Let us discuss now a system with a backward scattering defect inside the wire. Our goal now is to determine the effect of the renormalization of the external electric field on the conductance of this system. We will follow the same line of consideration as above. The conductance is given by
where C 0 ω=0 (q, p) is the irreducible (with respect to the el-el interaction) part of the retarded correlation function of the operatorsφ and φ in the presence of the impurity backward scattering and the interaction. The full correlation function C is related to its irreducible part via the Dyson equation
Here W (k, −q) = 1 πL qkV (q, −k) and the matrix D is the correlation function of φ operators.
(Henceforth we use matrix notation.) The matrices D and C carry information about the backward scattering in the presence of interaction:
where T is the effective scattering matrix of the φ-operators due to the impurity term, and the matrices D and C are the correlators in the absence of the impurity. After some transformations we obtain
where D 0 and C 0 are the irreducible parts of the correlators D and C, see Eq. (14). Thus, the calculation of the conductance is reduced to the inversion of operators. To perform the inversion we will assume that the impurity backward scattering is local, while the el-el interaction inside the wire is homogeneous and short range, i.e., the elements of the matrix T do not depend on the momenta and W (q, −k) = 1 π V 0 q 2 δ q,k . Now the inversion can be done straightforwardly and one obtains
With the use of Eq. (20) the conductance G (T ) is determined if the scattering matrix T is known.
When one ignores the effect of the renormalization of the electric field the full correlator C is used instead of C 0 in Eq. (20). The quantity obtained will be denoted by G ′ . Contrary to the conductance G, which is the response to the total electric field, G ′ describes the response to the external field. Using Eq. (22) G ′ (T ) can be found
The relations (24) and (25) enable us to exclude T and to express G as a function of G
where 
where K To summarize, we have studied the influence of the el-el interaction on the two terminal conductance of quantum wires. It was shown, by two different approaches, that the universal value of the conductance in a clean wire is a result of a cancelation of the effects of the elel interaction on the current and on the external electric field. In addition for a system with a backward scattering center we have found the relation of the DC conductance to the response to the external electric field.
The last remark concerns the relation of the edge state electrons, under the condition of the quantum Hall effect (QHE), to the interacting 1D electron gas [13] . It is a rather common believe that the physics of the edge states in the fractional QHE with ν = 1/ (2p + 1) and the physics of the interacting 1D electron gas are equivalent when the filling factor ν = K ρ .
The fact that G ′ = K ρ e 2 /2πh and the Hall conductance σ xy = νe 2 /2πh is one of the reasons for that point of view. In this connection we would like to emphasize that ν is not completely equivalent to K ρ . In the fractional QHE the filling factor ν appears through the commutation relations of the operators of the electron density, but not as a result of the density-density interaction of the edge state electrons. For that reason the effect of the electric field renormalization has no connection with the factor ν, and therefore σ xy does contain it. On the other hand, the Hall conductance of the edge states is not modified by an interedge el-el interaction [3] , precisely in the same way as in the case of a clean wire. 
